The House of Commons
The point I want here to make is the simple one that
parliamentary government, built upon the assumption
that the Cabinet controlled the House of Commons,
worked because all parties accepted the premisses of
the economic system of which it was the expression. Men
might drift to one side or to the other; they were not
permanently exiling themselves from power by the
opinions they held. Party warfare could be conducted in
the confidence that, sooner or later, each side, would win
a victory, and that its defeated opponent would honour-
ably abide by the result. It would do so because the use
of that victory by its successful rival would never so
gravely disturb it as to suggest that the victory was being
intolerably abused.
"Our English system," wrote Bagehot, ". . . . makes
party government permanent and possible in the sole
way in which it can be so, by making it mild." By mild-
' ness, as he explains, he means two things. First, that
parties do not push their principles to their logical con-
clusions; and, second, that ministers, when they get into
office, always devise a middle course "which looks as much
as possible like what was suggested in opposition, but
which is as much as possible what patent facts—facts
which seem to live in the office, so teasing and unceasing
are they—prove ought to be done." But by "mild
government" Bagehot really means a policy which the
owning classes accept. This he makes clear by his in-
sistence that parliamentary government is incompatible
with what he calls the "ultra-democratic" theory. Uni-
versal suffrage, he argued, meant that "the rich and wise
are not to have, by explicit law, more votes than the poor
and stupid," and this, he was convinced, meant the ruin
of the parliamentary system. "If it be true," he wrote,
"that a parliamentary government is possible only when
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